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MARKET INDICATORS 
As of January 9, 2014  

Index/ Bond 
Index 

Level/Yield 
DoD 

Change 
DoD % 
Change 

PSEi 5,986.48 -39.04 0.66% 

Dow Jones 16,462.74 -68.20 -0.41% 

S&P 500 1,837.49 -0.39 -0.02% 

NASDAQ 4,165.61 12.43 0.30% 

MSCI Asia ex-Japan 537.85 3.76 0.70% 

MSCI Emerging Market 973.17 1.69 0.17% 

5 Yr FXTN 3.49 -10 bps  

10 Yr US Treasury 2.99 5 bps  

USD/PHP 44.70 0.11 0.25% 
Source: Bloomberg 

 
NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
 
Philippine Banks Remain Well Capitalized 

 Big banks remained well-capitalized as of June last year, indicating they have sufficient 
funds to service loans and act as a buffer against economic shocks. Bangko Sentral ng 
PIlipinas (BSP) data showed universal and commercial banks’ capital adequacy ratio (CAR) 
stood at 17.98 percent on solo basis and 19.24 percent on consolidated basis as of the first 
half of 2013. 

 
Local Bond Market 

 The yield of the benchmark 5-year bond declined by 3 bps to close at 3.46%. 
 Prices of local government securities declined during yesterday’s trading session on higher 

inflation rate expectations. On average, yields climbed by 4.38 basis points led by the short-
term bonds, which rose by 16.1 basis points while the long-end of the curve dropped by 4.5 
basis points. 
 

Philippine Stocks                                                                    

 The local equities market rose yesterday, tracking regional gains, after the International 
Monetary Fund said it plans to raise its global growth forecast. The PSEi climbed 39.04 
points or +0.66% to 5,986.48. 

 

 Daily Matters 
January 10, 2014 

http://www.atram.com.ph/
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Philippine Peso 

 The Philippine peso slightly appreciated against the greenback along with its regional peers 
after the latest FOMC Meeting minutes spurred speculation that the Fed’s tapering is still 
economic data dependent .The local currency gained 2 centavos to close at 44.67. 

 

NEWS AROUND THE WORLD 
 
U.S. Labor Market Data Suggest Economy Strengthening; China Inflation Hits 7-Month 
Low, Eases Tightening Fears; ECB Keeps Interest Rates Unchanged; German Industry 
Output Rises More Than Expected in November 

 The number of Americans filing new claims for unemployment benefits fell last week. Initial 
claims for jobless benefits declined15,000 to a seasonally adjusted 330,000 (Market 
estimate: 335k) in the week ended Jan. 4. A Labor Department analyst said the data remain 
in a "volatile period," but added there was no indication that winter weather last week 
influenced the number of filings. 

 China's annual consumer inflation slowed more sharply than expected to a seven-month 
low of 2.5 percent in December, easing market fears of monetary policy tightening although 
the central bank is tapping the brakes on bank liquidity. The drop in inflation last month, 
from November's print of 3 percent, was sharper than a fall to the 2.7 percent rate expected 
by the market, slowed by volatile food costs. 

 The European Central Bank kept interest rates unchanged, as expected, despite the growing 
risk of deflation. Interestingly ECB President Mario Draghi dismissed the significance of the 
recent inflation data, calling it an expected reflection of lower inflation in the services part 
of the European economy. Nonetheless Draghi acknowledged that a deterioration in 
inflation or a tightening of money-market rates could be triggers for further moves by the 
central bank. 

 German industrial production recovered in November. Industrial output increased 1.9% 
MoM (Market estimate: +1.5%), after falling 1.2% in October. The outlook for Germany's 
industry is "positive" and robust production in November signals an increase in total 
industrial output in the final quarter, the ministry said. 

 
 

US Stock Market 

 U.S. stocks closed narrowly mixed, a late tick up in the S&P 500 helped the key 
benchmark  avoid a fifth loss in six trading sessions, as a raft of largely disappointing 
retailer sales reports were negated by a pair of encouraging labour data. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average shed 17.98 points to 16,444.76. The S&P 500 crept up 0.64 of a point to 
1,838.13. The Nasdaq dipped 9.42 points, or 0.2%, to 4,156.20. 
 

 
Asian Stocks 

 Asian markets mostly fell Thursday following losses on Wall Street, as minutes from the 
Federal Reserve’s recent policy meeting showed officials are confident the US economy can 
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withstand stimulus cuts. The MSCI Asia-Ex Japan Index decreased by 0.64% or 3.46 points 
to close at 534.39. 

 
Emerging Markets 

 Emerging-market shares slid to a four-month low while natural gas sank, as copper drove a 
drop in commodities amid concern China’s economy is slowing.The MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index lost 1.03% or 10.06 points to close at 963.11. 

 
 

Sources: Bloomberg, Briefing.com, Business World, CNN, Inquirer, PhilStar, Reuters, WSJ 


